Return to school committee meeting
June 9, 2020 at 9:30am

In attendance – Barb; John; Laura; Dana; Doug; Frank; Dave; Kevin; Leslie
Zoom: Jason; Maura; Colin; Francie; Tracy

Not a lot of guidance – masks are probable
Focus on safety and a strong e-learning plan
LMS platform is very organized – looks like Facebook – is it user friendly for our students
Teacher survey and e-learning
  • give parents the choice - the district determines who comes back – blending comes in if they are not coming back
  • district can determine – primary students need more support, upper grades students can to things themselves.
  • ventilation important - consider areas that are closed off improvement of air – keeping hallway doors open etc.

Most important right now is the safety piece

Masks supply for teachers – shields - 450 shields ($8,000 or $9,000)
Leslie has created a health addendum
  • Health addendum a strong starting point
  • When meeting with building teams, the focus of the meeting is the health addendum and ideas on implementing it
  • Layouts with class sizes
  • things we still need to talk about, but might now want to share with staff
  • Screening – what it will this look like, changes with what ISBE and CDC guidelines
  • Work on the side with nurses – form if the student comes back from sickness

If it comes down to screening every student
  • Do we feel if this a parent responsibility – if the document tells us to screen, we will have to screen
  • We would need to look at staffing for temperature checks – maybe using the paras
  • Larger piece to figure out on screening

Cleaning the systems
  • Changes filters more frequently
  • Adding more staff to handle cleaning and sanitizing
  • Buildings may need more cleaning custodians